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Calculation of Optical Transitions in Nil 2 and Col2 under Pressure 

1. INTRODUCTION 

AntOnio J. R. da Silva and L. M. Falicov 

Department of Physics, 
University of California, 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

and 

Materials Sciences Division, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

The layered compounds Nil2 and Col2 have been, in the last two years, the sub

ject of intensive studyl-4. The main reason for that interest is that both substances 

were discovered to undergo an insulator-to-metal transition under high hydrostatic 

pressure. That transition is in both cases accompanied by a loss of magnetic ordering. 

In the case of Col2 the transition is clearly hysteretic as a function of pressure4, and 

takes place between 9 and 13 GPa. For Nil 2, although the Neel temperature discon

tinuously drops from about 310 K to zero at 19 GPa, there is no detectable hysteresis 

or discontinuity in the crystal lattice parameters5, as measured by x-ray diffraction. l 

The general behavior of both substances under pressure can be well described by 

the Falicov-Kimball model3,6. The differences between Nil2 and Col2 are almost cer

tainly related to the differences in electronic structure of the corresponding ions Ni++ 

and Co++. This difference can be studied by investigating the optical properties7- 1O, 

especially their changes under pressure. 
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This paper presents a calculation of the crystal-field effects on the Ni++ and Co++ 

electronic energy levels in Nil2 and Col2 under pressure. The calculation includes a 

"cubic" local field, its trigonal distortion, spin-orbit effects, and changes under pres

sure, the departure from "cubic environment" in particular. 

Both Nil2 and Col2 are layered compounds. They crystallize in the CdC/ 2 and 

CdI 2 structures, respectivelr. In both structures, close-packed hexagonal layers of 

M++ metal ions (indicated by lower-case letters), extending perpendicularly to the c

axis, are sandwiched between two layers of r ions (denoted by capital letters). In Nil2 

the stacking is 

... AcB CbA BaC AcB 

whereas in Col 2 the stacking is 

... AcB AcB AcB AcB 

in all cases A , B, C and a, b, c indicate the three possible kinds of hexagonal layers. 

The reported space group5,8 for Nil2 is D §d' and for Col 2 is D id' In both com-

pounds the environment of each metal ion is octahedral, with a D 3d point symmetry, 
o 

but close enough to Oh symmetry. The hexagonal lattice constants5 are a=3.892 A and 
o 0 0 

c=19.634 A for Nil2 (with three triple layers) and a=3.96 A and c=6.65 A for Col 2 

(with only one triple layer). 

The magnetic structure is similar in both compoundsll. It is a helix of type 1, 

incommensurable for Nil2 and commensurable for Col 2' Both structures can be 

approximated by ferromagnetic layers of metal ions which are coupled antiferromag

netic ally along the c -axis. At ordinary pressures the Neel temperatures are approxi

mately 80 K and 10 K, respectively. For both compounds the Neel temperature 

increases with pressure, up to a critical pressure, Pc' beyond which the antiferromagne

tism disappears l ,4 and the compounds become metallic. 
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The present work is concerned only with the electronic and optical properties of 

both metal ions, under pressure and below Pc' in the insulating phase. The calculations 

are for a single ion in the crystal-field approximation. The model and methods of solu

tion are presented in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 the results are discussed, and Sec. 4 contains the 

conclusions. 

2. MODEL AND METHODS OF SOLUTION 

The free-ion ground-state terms -- 4p for Co++, and 3p for Ni++ -- are the start

ing point in all crystal-field studies. These terms have a degeneracy of 

d = (2S + 1) (2L +1), i.e., d =28 for Co++ and d =21 for Ni++. This degeneracy is par

tially lifted by three distinct effects: (a) a "cubic" octahedral Oh field caused by a per

fect regular-octahedron arrangement of the six 1-; (b) a "trigonal" D 3d distortion ori

ginating from the more distant neighbors and the distortion of the nearest-neighbor 

environment from cubic (regular octahedral) symmetry; and (c) the spin-orbit interac

tion. Of these (a) is the largest effect; (b) and (c) are somewhat smaller than (a), and 

of similar order of magnitude10,12. The single-ion Hamiltonian can thus be written 

R = ReF + A. L·S (1) 

Here A. is the spin-orbit coupling constant, L the total orbital angular momentum, S the 

total spin, and ReF the crystal-field hamiltonian. With the choice of the three-fold 

symmetric c -axis as the polar z -axis, ReF can be written as13,14 

HCF = - ~ {R Y 20(9,.<1>,) + Q 1 Y 40(9, .<1>,) + Q2 [y 43(9, .<1>,) - y 4-3(9, .<1>,) ] } (2) 

where N is the number of electrons in the 3d free-ion shell -- 7 for Co++, and 8 for 

Ni++ -- and Ylm (8,<1» are spherical harmonics. The parameters Q 1 and Q2 are the 

strength of the cubic field; R is the strength of the trigonal distortion. 
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It should be noticed that the spin-orbit term in this model is isotropic. An aniso

tropic spin-orbit interaction is important to obtain an accurate fit of the theory to the 

experimentally observed values10.12; this anisotropic term is not necessary to examine 

the variation of the levels under pressure and it is not included here. 

With X defined as the angle between the c -axis and the vector that joins the 

metal-ion and any particular first-neighbor ]- ion, the crystal-field parameters R, Q 1 

and Q 2 -- assumed to arise exclusively from the six first-neighbor anions -- can be 

written 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

Standard application of crystal-field theory13-15 for point charges yields for the param-

eters P 1 and P 2 

4 

P2=e* Ie I f[f3d(r)]2 r~ r 2 dr 
r> 

(4a) 

(4b) 

Here e * is the effective ]- charge, I e I is the magnitude of the electron charge, f 3d (r ) 

is the radial function for the 3d states in the metal ions and r < (r » is the smaller 

(larger) of the integration variable r and the cation-anion distance. Although the 

point-ion approximation and expressions (4) are not directly usedl 4-17 to calculate the 

parameters PI and P 2, they can be fruitfully employed to obtain their correct signs. 

Since e * is a negative charge and the integrals in (4) are positive-definite, PI and P 2 

are expected to be negative; otherwise they are taken as adjustable so as to fit the 

experimental data. 
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In an Oh environment, a spinless F term splits into three levels18- 20, two three

fold degenerate, T 19 and T 2g, and a nondegenerate one, A 2g. The irreducible 

representations of the Oh group are used to label them. With a D 3d trigonal distortion, 

both T 19 and T 2g split18,19 into a doubly degenerate level and a nondegenerate one, 

where the labels are those corresponding to the irreducible representations of the D 3d 

group. 

Therefore, the F terms, under the influence of ReF' split into five levels, with 

energies given by 

E (a 19 : T 2g) = T\ [_1 ~R + 
14 7t 1:~ Q, ] (8a) 

E(eg : T 2g ) = T\ [ __ 3 ~R 
140 7t - 1:~ Q, ] 

+ 11 {[..l..-/5R 2 70 -\1-; , (8b) 

_ .!l { [_ ...2... - /5 R 
2 70 -\1-; , (8c) 

E(e : Tl ) = T\ [- _3_ - /5 R __ 3_ Q ] 
g g 140 -\1-; 14-m 1 

_ .!l { [..l.. -/5 R _ _4 Q 1 ]2 
2 70 -\1-; 7-m , (8d) 

E(azg : A2g) = 1] [ l!O --If R + 2:~ Q, ] 
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+ 11. { [_...2.. - Is R + _3_ QI]2 + ..!! (Q7J2 }~ ,(8e) 
2 70 'J -; 14"i 71C 

where 11 takes the value (+ 1) for Col2 -- seven d electrons -- and (-1) for Nil2 -

eight d electrons. All these levels are still (2S + 1 )v- degenerate, with v = 1 for levels 

with ag symmetry, v=2 for levels with eg symmetrY, S = 1 for Nil2 and S =(3/2) for 

Col 2' 

The trigonal distortion disappears for cos Xc = 1/"3 or Xc = 54.7°; at that angle the 

six nearest-neighbor anions make a perfect, regular octahedron. In that case the trigo

nal component vanishes -- R =0. For that value of the parameter X, the crystal-field 

levels are identified by the symmetry of the Oh group, i.e., the second label in the 

five equations (8). The resulting energies are 

Experimental data clearly indicate that the ground state of Co ++ in Co1 2, derives from 

the T ig cubic levelll whereas for Ni++ in Nil2 it derives from the A 2g cubic levelS. 

These data confirm that P 2 must be negative, in agreement with the point-ion approxi-

marion (4). 

The spin-orbit interaction has the effect, for Co ++ in Col 2 with an odd number of 

electrons, of producing a manifold of 14 Kramers doublets, which are classified 

according the labels of the irreducible representations of the D3d double group 12. All 

the resulting levels are either a group doublet 14g or a time-reversal-degenerate doub

let 156g = 15g €a 16g : 
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4eg = 3'Y4g e 'YS6g 

For Ni++ in Nil 2' which has an even number of electrons. the effect of the spin-orbit 

interaction is to produce also a manifold of 14 levels. but composed in this case of 7 

non-degenerate levels (either a Ig or a2g) and 7 doubly degenerate levels (eg ) that are 

labeled according to the ordinary irreducible representations of D 3d : 

3a1g = eg e a2g 

3a2g = eg e alg 

3eg = 2eg e alg e a2g 

The total hamiltonian. written using the eigenvectors obtained from the diagonali

zation of HeF • has been diagonalized numerically. The levels thus obtained are func

tions of the four parameters A.. P 1. P 2 and X. The values of these parameters are dis

cussed in the next section. 

3. RESULTS 

The values of the parameters are determined at normal pressure by fitting the cal

culated energy values to the experimental ones. For Co12• the experimental values are 

from the Raman scattering data of Mischler et al.1O. The angle X is taken from crystal 

parameter dataS.21.22 to be X(p =0) = 54.0°. The other three parameters were obtained 

by a least-square fit. The results. together with the experimental values. are given in 

Table I. 

Under pressure. the most sensitive parameter is X. This fact is supported by exper

iments23 in Ni12• discussed below. As pressure is applied X varies significantly. and 

may cross the value Xc = 54.7°. where the trigonal crystal-field vanishes. Because of 

the additional symmetry at this point (0 h instead of D 3d) one expects increased 

degeneracies and level-crossings. 
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Figure 1 shows the behavior of the first five excited levels as X (or the pressure) 

varies. The ground state, which is always of symmetry 'Y4g' is taken as the zero of 

energy. All six levels are associated with the 4r 19 cubic level. As predicted by sym

metry, some of the levels cross at Xc' Since those levels correspond to different trigo

nal symmetries, they can also cross at other points (accidental degeneracies). In fact 

they do, and they are almost degenerate between Xc and the angle of the second cross

ing (see Fig. 1). Therefore, as pressure is applied, the following features are expected: 

(a) merging of the 'Y4g and 'Y56g lines; (b) a pressure range where they are close in 

energy; and (c) possibly two values of pressure where the lines are truly degenerate. 

In Fig. 2, the higher excited states associated with the 4r 2g cubic level are shown 

as a function of the angle X. Here again the expected crossings between the 'Y4g and 

'Y56g levels24 are observed at Xc. The general behavior of the levels is however more 

involved. At normal pressures, the trigonal component of the crystal field is larger than 

the spin-orbit coupling, and the levels split in a lower multiplet of two levels, associ

ated with the (a 19 : T 2g) level, and an upper multiplet of four levels related to the 

(eg : T 2g) level. As pressure is applied, the angle X varies in such a way as to decrease 

the trigonal distortion, and the two multiplets merge at X = Xc' At Xc some of the lev

els cross. As pressure is further increased the trigonal distortion reappears, and the two 

multiplets once again separate, but now ~th the (a 19 : T 2g) levels higher in energy 

than the (eg : T 2g) levels. The highest energy excited states derived from the 4F free

ion term are shown in Fig.3. They correspond to the 4A 2g cubic level, and as a func

tion of pressure they cross only when the trigonal component of the crystal field van

ishes. 

It is important to stress that all these crossings at Xc are independent of the par

ticular values of the parameters and of their variation under pressure. These crossings 

are symmetry induced and occur if, upon application of pressure, the angle X passes 

through the value Xc' Level crossings at values of X other than Xc mayor may not 

, 
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exist, and their existence and location are sensitive functions of the parameters PI' P 2 

and A. 

It is also important to remark that the variations of the (c la) ratio (determined 

from the Bragg scattering angles), and internal-structure parameter u (which requires 

careful measurement of the x-ray intensities as function of pressure) influence greatly 

the behavior of the spectrum. If u increases appreciably, X will not reach the value Xc 

at any pressure. In fact the critical angle Xc is reached whenever 

(c la) u = 6-ih = 0.408 

At p =0 the product (cIa) u takes the value 0.420 in Col 2' In Nil2 and Fel2 it is 

known that (c I a) decreases with increasing pressure23. It is reasonable to assume that 

the same situation applies to Co12. If the variation were identical to that of Nil 2, and u 

were to remain constant, the critical value Xc would be reached at approximately 

p =5GPa. On the other hand, if u were to increase from u =0.25 to u =0.263 at 

relatively low pressures, and the (c la) ratio were to behave similarly to that of Nil 2' 

then the critical angle Xc would never be reached. 

The variation of u with pressure is not easy to measure. In addition, since the 

equilibrium value of u at a given pressure is intimately related to charge transfers, 

theoretical estimates of its value are difficult to make. For the time being the variation 

of u with pressure remains unknown, and should be considered a "fitting" parameter. 

For Nil2 the analysis of the spectrum is more complicated for two reasons: (1) 

the published near-infrared spectroscopic results8 are less complete than thoselO for 

Col 2; and (2) two mutually inconsistent experimental values for the internal crystal 

parameter u at normal pressure, 

u = 0.250 u = 0.256 

are reponed5,22 in the literature, which yield two values21 of the angle X (p = 0). 
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Kuindersma et aI.8 report only three observed spectroscopic lines where one 

expects thirteen. These authors try to fit the experimental results by including only the 

cubic crystal-field and the spin-orbit interaction, i.e., implicitly assuming that the trigo

nal component of the crystal field is smaller than the spin-orbit coupling, and negligi

ble. Actually, the opposite seems to be true, and reasonable fits are obtained if the 

experimental lines are identified with the crystal-field levels in a cubic environment 

with trigonal distortion, without any spin-orbit interaction. This latter conclusion was 

reached by Pollini et aI.25, in connection with NiBr2 and NiCI2. Here the Hamiltonian 

parameters were obtained by a least-square-fit procedure. In the first approximation the 

spin-orbit interaction is neglected, and PI and P 2 are determined from the experimen

tal data.8 The calculations were performed for the two reported values of the internal 

parameters u, and the results are presented in Table n. It should be noted that the 

experimentally observed lines correspond to different symmetry assignments, depend

ing on the chosen value of u (p = 0). The spin-orbit coupling parameter A was chosen 

to be A=-250cm-1• This value was obtained by multiplying the A for CoI 2 by the 

ratio of the atomic spin-orbit parameters (ANi IAco) = 1.78. The effect of pressure on 

the spectrum is, once again, studied by varying the angle X while keeping the other 

parameters unchanged. 

Two very different results emerge. If u = 0.256, as reported in reference 22, X is 

larger than Xc for all pressures, and no level crossings are expected as function of the 

applied pressure. On the other hand, if u =0.250, as quoted in reference 5, the value of 

X (p = 0) is smaller than Xc and, for sensible variations of u and (c la) with pressure, 

some levels are expected to cross, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Note (Fig. 4) that the 

ground state changes as a function of the angle X at Xc' Therefore for u = 0.250 a 

change in the ground-state symmetry is expected as a function of pressure; no such 

change should take place if u = 0.256. Figure 5 shows the levels associated with the 

intermediate cubic level 3T 2g, and the behavior of the lines is very similar to that 
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found in Col2 (Fig. 2). The higher excited states, those derived from the 3T 19 cubic 

level, are not shown. They fall in a range of energies where interaction with other 

terms25 in the atomic spectrum becomes relevant, and the single-term approximation, 

3 F , is no longer valid. 

It is important to remark, once again, that whenever X passes through the value 

Xc' level crossings are to be expected, regardless of the values of the parameters. In 

the case of Nil2 this results in a change of symmetry of the ground state, with a conse

quent major restructuring of all absorption lines. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of pressure on the excitation energies for the levels derived from the F 

ground-state terms of Co ++ and Ni++ in Col2 and Nil2 has been studied in the crystal

field approximation. The field includes a strong cubic term, a small trigonal distortion, 

and the spin-orbit interaction. It was assumed that the main effect of pressure in the 

system results in a variation of the metal-iodine bond angle X. This variation is sup

ported by experimental results in Ni12' as shown in Table III. 

It was found that in Co12, as pressure is applied, some of the levels will cross at 

Xc =54.7°. At this point the trigonal distortion completely vanishes, increasing the 

crystal-field hamiltonian symmetry. This result is independent of the hamiltonian 

parameters and their behavior under pressure. 

For Ni12' the results depend on the value of the parameter u at normal pressure. 

If u (p = 0) = 0.256, one of the reported values22, the angle X is greater than Xc at ordi

nary pressure, and it is unlikely that it could decrease in value at higher pressures. On 

the other hand, if u (p = 0) = 0.250, the other value in the literatures, a behavior similar 

to that found in Col2 is to be expected. Spectroscopic measurements on Nil2 under 

pressure might help to elucidate details of its crystal structure. 
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Similar considerations could be applied to Fe! 2. From the reported crystal struc

ture5,21 the angle X at normal pressure is equal to 54.10, a value smaller than Xc. If, 

once again, Fe! 2 behaves similarly to Nil 2 under pressure, X should cross the value Xc 

at reasonably accessible pressures. Under these conditions any quadrupole distortion 

in the Mossbauer spectrum should vanish. Such measurements are now underway23. 
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3u c 
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(1-3u) c 
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For Nil2 the value u = 0.250 is reported in Ref. 5, and the value u = 0.256 in Ref. 
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It should be noted that the second and third levels in Figure 2 cross each other 
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metry ordering of the first three levels derived from 4y 2g remains unchanged: 

E ('Y4g) < E ('Y5.6g) < E ('Y4g ). 

I. Pollini, G. Spinolo and G. Benedek, Phys. Rev. B 22, 6369 (1980). 
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Table I. Experimenta1 lO and fitted energies for the Co ++ electronic multiplets 

derived from the '71g cubic ground-state level in Col2 at nonnal pressure. All 

energies and parameters are in em -1. 

Electronic State Experiment Fitted value 

Trigonal Field Spin-Orbit u =0.25 

4 
a2g 'Y4g 0 o (0 %) 

4 
a2g 'YS6g 220 227 (+3.0 %) 

4e 
g 'Y4g 327 354 (+8.3 %) 

4e 
g 'Y4g 882 766 (-13.1 %) 

4e 
g 'YS6g 895 802 (-10.4 %) 

4e 
g 'Y4g 956 928 (-2.9 %) 

Parameters 

- 67,000 

- 4,200 

A. - 140 

X(P =0) 54.0° 
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Table II. Experimental8 and fitted energies for the Ni++ electronic levels in Nil2 at nor

mal pressure. The symmetry of the ground state depends on the value of u, as dis

cussed in the text. Spin-orbit interaction is neglected in the determination of PI and 

P 2' All energies and parameters are in em -1. 
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Table II 

Electronic State Experiment Fitted value 

Cubic Field Trigonal Field u =0.250 

3A
2g 

3 
a2g 0 o (0 %) 

3T2g 
3e g 7,350 7,274 (- 1.0 %) 

3T
2g 

3 
alg 8,050 7,974 (- 0.9 %) 

Parameters 

PI - 31,000 

P2 - 4,500 

A - 250 

X(p =0) 54.0° 

Electronic State Experiment Fitted value 

Cubic Field Trigonal Field u =0.256 

3A 2g 
3 
a2g 0 o (0 %) 

3T2g 
3 
alg 7,350 7,358 (+ 0.1 %) 

3T2g 
3e g 8,050 8,071 (+ 0.3 %) 

Parameters 

PI - 23,000 

P2 - 4,700 

A - 250 

X(p =0) 55.9° 
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Table ill. Hexagonal lattice parameters a and c, as reported in Ref. 23, for Nil2 at 

three values of pressure. The angle X is obtained21 from these lattice parameters, under 

the assumption of constant internal parameter u = 0.250 (Ref. 5) or u = 0.256 (Ref. 

22). 

Pressure (GPa) 0 7 19 

0 

a(A) . 3.93 3.77 3.63 

0 

c ( A) 19.8 18.2 16.9 

X for u = 0.250 54.0° 55.1° 56.1° 

X for u = 0.256 55.9° 57.0° 57.9° 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. 

Energy levels of Co+t in Col 2' derived from the 4T 19 cubic level, plotted as a func

tion of the angle X. The ground state is always of symmetry 'Y4g and is taken as the 

zero of energy. The value Xc =54.7° corresponds to vanishing trigonal distortion. At 

normal pressure X (P =0)=54.0°. Level crossovers are shown with open circles. All the 

parameters are kept constant at the values listed in Table I. It should be noted that the 

second and third levels cross twice: first at Xc' and then at an angle very near and 

slightly larger than Xc. 

Figure 2. 

Excitation energies from the 'Y4g ground-state (taken as the energy zero) to the levels 

of Co+t in Col2 derived from 4r 2g cubic level, as a function of the angle X. The 

value Xc = 54.7° corresponds to vanishing trigonal distortion. At normal pressure 

X. (p = 0) = 54.0°. Level crossovers are shown with open circles. All the parameters are 

kept constant at the values listed in Table I. 

Figure 3. 

Excitation energies from the 'Y4g ground-state (taken as the energy zero) to the levels 

of Co +t in Col2 derived from 4A 2g cubic level, as a function of the angle x.. The 

value Xc = 54.7° corresponds to vanishing trigonal distortion. At normal pressure 

X. (p = 0) = 54.0°. Level crossovers are shown with open circles. All the parameters are 

kept constant at the values listed in Table I. 
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Figure 4. 

Lowest energy excitation from the ground state for the Ni++ ion in Nil2 as a function 

of the angle X. The ground state is of symmetry a 19 for X S Xc = 54.7°, and of sym

metry eg for X~Xc' Both levels arise from the 3A 2g cubic level. At normal pressure 

X (p = 0) = 54.0°. Level crossovers are shown with open circles. All the parameters are 

kept constant at the values listed in Table II for u = 0.250. 

Figure 5. 

Excitation energies from the ground state for energy levels arising from the 3T 2g cubic 

level of the Ni++ ion in Nil2 as a function of the angle X. The ground state is of sym

metry alg for XSXc =54.7°, and of symmetry eg for X~Xc' At normal pressure 

X (p = 0) = 54.0°. Level crossovers are shown with open circles. All the parameters are 

kept constant at the values listed in Table II for u = 0.250. 
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